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Are You Being Short-Changed  
by Your Medical Billing Company 
And You Don’t Even Realize It?  

 
 

5 Secrets That Billing Companies Won’t Tell You About  
Generating Income From Molecular (Genetic) Billing 

 

If you own a Medical Lab or a Specialty Medical Practice, molecular 

billing can provide an incredible opportunity for growing revenues and 

profits while building more clinically robust panels… and even creating 

custom genetic panels for physicians.  

However, with almost daily changes to codes and rules, the molecular 

billing landscape is proving especially complicated for many traditional 

billing companies to keep up with.  

As a result, labs and specialty practices are often being shortchanged 

from the growing layers of profitable revenues that are available to 

them.  
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Here are five of the most common areas where profitability is 

minimized through a billing firm’s laziness or being ill-equipped to 

handle the complexities in this emerging market.  
 

   

           Your Genetic Billing Process   

           Needs a Tight “Front-End” 

    to Save You Time and Money…   

    But Molecular Billing Can Be  

    Too Complicated for Many   

    Traditional Billing Companies  

    to Process Effectively 
 

Clean claims equal more money and faster income into your bank 

account. 

Making sure all claims are clean before they are billed increases your 

first pass resolution and decreases the amount of time spent on denials 

and appeals.  

Although it may seem to slow things down by checking the claims in 

advance, it’s actually faster to reaching adjudication.  

A word of caution. 

If you ask your in-house or outsourced billing provider for the status on 

a claim and you have to wait days, weeks or even a month, it may be an 

indication that they are slow and disorganized in their submissions to 

insurers.  

This is a red-flag that could be costing you significant revenues and 

cash-flow.   
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             Better Cash-Flow Can Be an    

             Important Benefit for You  

   from the Ever-Expanding Molecular  

   (Genetic) Billing Market…  

   But Late and Sloppy Submissions  

   from Ill-Equipped Billing Companies  

   Will Often Cancel Out Any Benefits  
      

All businesses require steady cash flow in order to be successful, and 

laboratories are no different.  

While you will still receive payments if you decide to go with an in-

house billing solution, you will receive payments much faster if you 

outsource your billing to a company that specializes in molecular billing.  

This is especially important for a volatile and complex market like 

molecular billing. Experience is what brings in the cash flow! 

 

              Aggressively Managing Your 

              Rejected Claims Significantly  

    Boosts Your Bottom Line…  

     But NOT When Your Traditional  

     Billing Firm Lacks the Desire and  

     Documentation to Defend These 

     Valuable Claims  

 

Medical billing is changing constantly, and it’s hard to stay on top of all 

those changes.  
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One error can mean a rejected claim, which can be a major headache 

for any lab.  

Since molecular billing companies specialize in billing compliance, they 

will be less likely to make mistakes than an in-house billing department 

or a more traditional billing firm, which will lead to fewer rejected 

insurance claims. 

 

          The Backbone of  

          Profitable Genetic Billing  

 is Having a Robust R&D… 

 But Few Traditional Billing  

 Firms Have Adapted to This   

 More Intense Area of Greater  

 Scrutiny by Insurers 

 

 

Research and development is EVERYTHING in genetics and molecular 

billing.  

Building clinically robust panels that are compliant and reimburse well 

is the secret to a successful molecular lab.  

Being nimble and creating new panels in emerging markets will keep 

your lab growing and on the cutting edge of what there is to offer.  

Also, having the option to create custom genetic panels for physician 

clients is key.  

The ability to do this makes your lab unique and clinically valuable.   
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This can only be done with a strong R & D department. For most labs, 

outsourcing to the experts is the best option for cutting edge R &D.  

 

          An Extra Layer of Compliance    

          Protection Helps Assure that 

You Generate Greater Income  

from Better Claims Acceptance… 

But That Often Reduces Transpa-

rency to Your Data Because Few 

Billing Companies Can Keep Up 

with the Extra Work  

 

Finally, molecular billing services provide much-needed security to 

laboratories.  

Any information that is given to a molecular billing company is perfectly 

secure, yet the services offered by such companies are transparent 

enough that you can access any billing information you may need.  

Molecular billing companies will also do internal audits for 

consistencies of documentation and provide feedback on any 

compliance concerns. 

 

 

LEARN HOW TO BOOST YOUR OWN LAB’S INCOME & CASH-FLOW 

BrightDrive’s robust and responsive “Molecular Billing” system can help you 

generate greater income and better cash-flow for your lab or medical practice, 

faster than you may realize.  

Click here to learn how –  www.Genetic-Billing.com or call (800) 343-7021 
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